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Editors Message:
Many of you will have seen on the notice board that our club is
celebrating it’s 40th Anniversary this year, and we do want to
make it special, a year to remember. I wonder what some of you
were driving around in 40 years ago? Well I was too young
whilst Michael was driving around in his Swedish Volvo PV 544,
that tells you something! Joanna Lumley was taking to the road
in 'The New Avengers' as Purdey, with a fabulous pudding bowl
haircut and a rubber bumper MGB Roadster. Maybe some of you
would like to send me a photo and a short write up on your car
of 40 years ago?
Either way, please do join me and lets all pull together and
celebrate this mile stone for the South Leicester MG club and
book the 1st September in your diaries. It will be a great event
starting with a photo shoot at Coventry Transport Museum with
Coffee and Birthday Cake, followed with a nice run ending with
Sunday Lunch. There will a commemorative plaque and a special
edition Tulip Guide too.

Yours Kindly

Gillian
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RAFFLE PRIZES –donations for the Ratae
Calling all club members!
We are collecting raffle prizes for this years Ratae Run. If you have any
items looking for a good home please bring these to the next club meeting.
Jean Dalby will be collecting the prizes over the next few months.
All

prizes are gratefully appreciated.

All proceeds will go to PROST.aid Leicestershire
In addition to this we are also looking for
a number of small baskets for fruit and food
hampers.
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Daffodil Sunday Run
For the 6th year in running, albeit last year which was cancelled due to water logged fields, it
was time again for one of our early spring club runs. We enjoyed a great turn out of 20 cars on
the actual run with a couple more joining us at the end venue. The tulip guide starts with a
9am kick off at the Town Hall in Lutterworth, and this is where the fun starts. I suppose for
many of us this is one of the first opportunities to get the car out of the garage, added bonus
we have been blessed with the weather, an opportunity to congregate with our cars and have
a catch up on all the work we have been doing, repairs, plenty of polish , how are the
grandchildren and where are the loo’s, sort of thing, I am sure you get the picture.
Much to the annoyance to the Lutterworth Ramblers, patiently waiting to take a parking space
on the Town Hall Car Park, we start to politely usher members to leave and nearer 10am
I think everyone had left. This is when Gill and I go to Costa for Coffee and Toast, a little
perk before shooting off to Newnham Paddox, Monks Kirby and prepare to greet you.
This is quite a nerve racking moment and for those of you who have organised club runs will
understand, no matter if it is for 4-5 cars, 20 or even 130+ in the event of the Ratae, and even
though you have completed the run numerous times to check, we wait, and we wait and then
I say to Gill “ they should be here by now”, and so you start to doubt yourself, maybe there is
an error on the Tulip Guide? “where have we sent them”? It is such a relief when the first car
appears at the top of the hill, and so eventually we count you in like children back off a school
trip, even more delightful when we have more cars then what started!
Then come the comments! The mileage was out! That tulip wasn't right, or I followed them and they went wrong! What is it with you
folk, you got here didn't you. I suppose something we are all guilty of because if you blame the navigator, life could become difficult,
I have been there and done that, her response was “fine, you’re on your own”? I learnt the hard way.
Anyway we had a lovely time, as always Daffodil Sunday gave us a great day and we did have some great banter, even
when Colin kissed the Alpacas, I think they may have confused him for a friend, and someone successfully ran over Lynne
and Keith’s silver spoon!!

Michael

One observation: Leicestershire
is 832 sq miles in size. Only
SLMGC can manage to create
a traffic jam on a gated road!
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On a sunny but a little cold Saturday morning at 09.30,f our cars met at Brinklow Chip Shop . Michael and Gillian,
Derek and Val, Graham and Nicki with yours truly, Colin and Carol. We moved off in convoy towards
Coventry, passing Coombe Park on the way. Arriving at the Transport Museum and booking in, we were all given
our vouchers for a hot drink and ' pastry’, so off to the Café we went. The teas, coffees, croissants and toasted
teacakes were very welcomed with some having cardboard
cups whilst the more elite were furnished with very
colourful china cups. When I queried this with the serving
wench I was told that the older generation were given
'cardboard ' in case of 'mishap' with the 'carer's' given '
china' as a matter of course....Bloody charming!!
After refreshment the 'Girls' (lol) decided to venture into
town on a shopping spree whilst the men duly visited the
museum as arranged. What a great place! With lots to see
and do, having really good exhibits relating to Coventry's
relationship with the Cycle, Motor Cycle and Car Industry
including Military vehicles built in the City. Being
a ' Coventry Kid ' it even had reference to 'Parkside
Garage’ (owned by the Davis Family), my first and
subsequent (after Military Service) '
employer over many years ..Happy Days!!
After our visit it was time to depart, some going
home, some staying on in 'Cov' for a spot of
lunch.
A really enjoyable day which I would recommend
to all members for the next available date.
Colin & Carol
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VISIT TO MORGAN MOTOR COMPANY
11th APRIL 2019

Our little party of ten people travelled by way of the Fosse Way and Worcester to the Morgan factory at Malvern,
ready for our 10.30am tour slot. After a short introductory film illustrating the long history of the company we
were taken on the factory tour. As most people already know, the big boast of Morgan is that the car bodies are
hand made, with traditional methods of construction using ash frames clad with Aluminium sheet. We saw the
construction of the ash frame from pieces of raw wood, and the forming of the Aluminium outer skin for the body.
All of these processes involve incredible skill on the part of the workers.

A particular source of wonderment was the forming of the beautiful long louvered bonnet from two pieces of flat
Aluminium sheet. The two halves are formed using rollers and pure hand skill by the operator, and then the many
louvres are formed along the two halves purely by eye, and each louvre pressed in individually.
The standard Morgan car, and the “new” three-wheeler, still has a complete ash frame, but the higher performance
car has a combination of a very strong box-type
adhesive-bonded Aluminium chassis, but with the rear
section still having an ash frame. All of the mechanical
parts are bought in; engines from Ford, rear axles from the
US etc. In that respect the factory is the same as any other
manufacturer, in that it is an assembly plant, but there all
similarity ends.
The degree of skill by the individual workers is quite
amazing, for example the beautifully made dashboards.
With a choice of literally hundreds of combinations of
colour and type of wood for the dashboard, overall colour,
colour of leather, type and colour of stitching for the
leather seats and interior, all pre-specified by the future
owner, virtually every car is unique.
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At the time of the visit, it had just been announced that Morgan had been taken over by an Italian Investment
company. What future may hold is just about anybody's guess, but it was pointed out that with ever-increasing
legislation, just the “paperwork” for certification and compliance with standards costs £1 million. Even for the
present large manufacturers the present era of fundamental changes to car design, tightening of emission
standards, and then in the longer term electrical power there are massive obstacles to overcome.
For a relatively tiny company like Morgan those problems are huge. It is to be hoped that the company manages
to survive on the long term. As about 80% of the cars are exported, perhaps one hope is that there are parts of the
world where the life is not strangled out of these highly individual cars by regulations.
In my dictionary, an anachronism is defined as: “an error assigning a thing to an earlier age than it belongs to;
anything out of keeping with chronology”. That seems to definitely apply to Morgan, though perhaps a bit harsh
to call it an error!. The fact is that there are loyal customers prepared to pay (a lot) extra for an individual
hand-built product.

The parting word from our excellent tour guide was to quote the redoubtable Mr. Honda, who some years ago,
when asked to comment on the long-term future of the car industry, said that within a few years there are only
likely to be four manufacturers, he paused, and then said “sorry, four manufacturers plus Morgan”.
Alan J Heeley

MGF AND MGTF BRAKES
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With both my previous MGF and present TF I was never entirely satisfied with the braking performance.
The brakes performed adequately under normal light braking, but on the one or two occasions when it became
necessary to really do a full emergency stop the brakes were not at all convincing. I had heard people talking
about uprated brakes, but was very unsure of what might be involved, so I enquired of the MGOC Technical
helpline what the options might be. The following is the reply that I received from Roger Parker, which
I consider to be an absolutely comprehensive answer to me question. I think that having access to such good
technical information is on its own justification for MGOC membership.

It is reproduced in full by kind permission of Roger Parker, on behalf of the MGOC.
Standard MGF and MGTF brakes consist of 240mm
diameter front vented discs and 240mm solid rear discs,
Both front and rear callipers are standard slider types
and with the front brakes emanating from the Rover
Metro GTi and the rear from the back of a Rover 820,
both are in a higher performance environment with the
MGF and TYF, especially VVC models.
In 2001 MG introduced the MGF Trophy 160 SE with
the power of its VVC engine raised to 160 bhp, and as
the car was aimed at an enthusiastic owner who would
want to take the car on track days, MG recognised the
standard brakes were inadequate for such use they
themselves were suggesting, and so they commissioned
from AP racing one-off four piston callipers (four pots)
to clamp very much bigger 304mm diameter and thicker
front discs. The callipers were red and have bold MG
branding machined into them. The result was a braking
system with no other changes that meant you had to
watch your nose didn't get squashed against the
windscreen, and far more importantly you had to hope
that the following cars were far enough behind to avoid
running into the back, such was the increase in braking.

with all of the then existing 16 in. diameter wheels
available for MGF. Therefore, a new design of 11
spoke alloy wheel was introduced that effectively
moved the central spokes further out within the wheel
centre, but keeping the same relative position of the rim
to keep the tyre in the same relative position as all
previous MGFs with 16in. Wheels, so there was now
clearance from the calliper.

These brakes were then adopted as standard equipment
on the follow-up MG TF160 with a similar design of 11
spoke wheel as seen on the MGF Trophy, and also
a different design of hugely expensive optional
ultra-lightweight alloys which were the same size as the
11 spoke, but much lighter, but not three-times the cost
lighter! Not surprisingly you do not see many cars with
these wheels! Lesser models within the TF range could
have the big brakes and TF 160 design of 11 spoke
alloys at an extra cost option under what was known as
Sportpak, and many owners of 135 models certainly
did, with fewer 115 and 120 models being so equipped.

The problem in going from 240mm diameter to 304mm
diameter discs is that whilst the optional 16 in. diameter
wheels were big enough to fit over this new diameter
and repositioned calliper, the fact that the calliper has
four pistons, two on the inside of the disc and two on
the outside meant that the outer part of the calliper
projected further out, and ion doing so was in contact

Many owners of cars on standard brakes have since the
arrival of these 304mm discs and AP Racing 4-pot
callipers sought them out and fitted them to lesser
models and enjoyed the significant braking performance
increase, and in more recent times an alternative AP
Racing two-piston (twin-pot) red MG branded calliper
had been released onto the market.
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Very many of these were manufactured and were to be
introduced onto the 2006 model year MG Tfs, including
the TF 160, using the same 304mm disc, and this was
being introduced not only as I am sure there was a cost
saving, but the majority of owners with these brakes do
not drive on track days, and so for a very few owners
with very light braking habits they could suffer from
glazing of the front discs and pads, and this could lead to
braking noise and reduced response and slightly less
ultimate braking performance.

callipers at Rimmer Bros at only £150 ic. VAT
(remember for a PAIR of callipers), and I have to say
that this is a snip not to be repeated, as once stocks have
gone then you will be back to second-hand again. Note
as these are standard AP Racing components spares for
future reconditioning will be available.
Callipers and discs simply bolt onto any MGF or TF in
place of the 240mm discs and slider callipers. This then

The adoption of a smaller two-pot calliper meant also
a smaller brake pad and so it could cope with light
braking much better as the smaller surface area would
generate more localised heat within the smaller pad and
so glazing was kept at bay. Ultimate track-day braking
was reduced, but the available braking was still hugely
above that with the original 240mm discs and slider
callipers could deliver. The same wheel restrictions as
applied to the four-pots also applies to the 2 pots.
I have owned TF 160s and driven many MGF Trophy
160s and the brakes are consistently good and much
better than the basic 240mm brakes. With my main use
MGF 1.8i I initially changed to the four-pots and a 16in.
Wheels and tyres from a TF 160to gain the better
braking., but then when I was able to obtain a pair of the
2 pots I decided to try them and fitted them in 2011 and
found then the match of the removed 4 pots in the
general road environment, indeed probably slightly more
responsive. They remain on the car today with the
owner to whom I sold the car around 4 years ago and
only last summer was the first pad change needed with
these smaller callipers after over 30,000 miles use.

leaves the significant added cost of going to suitable
16in. Wheels, and of course approved tyres. The
different styles of wheels that can fit over these brakes
are shown in the attached images and I would only make
a point of noting that the MG Rover model Tf135
introduced a “V” spoke design of wheel in 15in.
Diameter that is NOT suitable, but the visually identical
wheel in 16 in. is. Wheels can be bought new and
MGOC Spares have some stock of he 11 spokes.
11 spokes are also in the X-Part lists with shadow
Chrome, black and silver sparkle (the usual standard
finish), with VAST inclusive prices of (to the nearest
pound), £182, £212 and £224 each respectively.
This is an expensive but effective modification and if the
wheels need refurbishment and tyres need changing then
this does make a wheel change with new 16in tyres
slightly more cost-effective.

So the bottom line for the brakes is that you can use the
same standard off-the-shelf 304mm disc, ut you have
a choice of calliper, 2 or 4 pot. As the X-part price for
the four-pot is currently £300 each inc VAT and there is
no stock of the left side means that second-hand is the
only route, and unless you can find recon ones on
someone's shelf you would want to have any
second-hand callipers reconditioned, so there would be
a cost element in the order of £100 each, perhaps more.
Now compare this with a pair of brand-new 2 pot

There will be a part two of this at a later date.
Alan Heeley
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WESTON PARK IN THE SUN
A beautiful Easter Monday dawned and we had decided to
visit Weston Park in Shropshire for their Easter Classic
Car Show. It was a two- day event but Monday for us, was
the better option. We visit Weston Park quite regularly for
the Horse Trials and it was only a few weeks ago we
attended in thick coats, woolly hats and wellies! What
a change – t-shirt weather!

centre of the showground so they could be looked at and
talked about. Mike took the Magnette and returned to our
parking space with a little glass trophy for ‘Best in Class’
a lovely surprise! He was asked to return later in the
afternoon for ‘Best in Show’

The roads were a lot quieter than we had thought so the
journey was pleasant with the trees and fields coming into
bloom and looking stunning in the early morning sunshine.
As we arrived the park looked glorious. It is situated on
a hill so the views are wonderful. There is lots of parkland
to explore with deer, cattle and sheep. There is a walled
garden and the house is definitely worth a visit with its
impressive collection of paintings. There is a good café for
the essential tea and cake and also a deli should you wish
to take some produce home! Within the woods there is an
adventure playground, Enchanted Glen and miniature
railway, so plenty for all the family. We had decided to
take a picnic so we could make the most of the fabulous
weather.

There was no queue when we arrived which was a bonus
and parking in our area was run very efficiently. We began
with a little polish of the Magnette or should I say Mike
began with a polish of the Magnette, I began with pouring
a nice cup of coffee and soaking up the beautiful sunshine!
After we both had coffee and positioned our chairs for the
sun we went off to explore the show. There were plenty of
classics from Pre 1960 to modern day including, an Alvis
Grey Lady, an Austin 10 and Triumph Heralds.
The show had a relaxed atmosphere and there was lots of
interest in the Magnette. Mike spent a lot of time chatting
to people about the work he had done on it and its’ history.
Owners were asked to take their cars to the ring in the

We had a lovely, leisurely lunch and chat with lots of
friendly people and their dogs and visited the many
autojumble and trade stands before it was time to return to
the ring for ‘Best in Show’. We were joined by some of
our ‘new’ friends and also the Wrights’ and the Husbands’
who were there with their Rover75 and their Rover P6 as
part of the Rover Sports Register.
There were some fabulous cars in the ring including
a Corvette Stingray and Volkswagen GTi, all winners of
their sections.

The winners of the Club Stands were announced first and
the Rover Sports Register won a trophy. Congratulations
to all! The overall ‘Best in Show’ was announced next and
to Mike’s and my surprise the Magnette won! Another
glass trophy!! Thank you to all for the cheers and also for
the bottles of gin and tonic drink which came as a prize!
We celebrated with an ice-cream and flake – we know
how to live!! And travelled home very happy with our
Magnette’s awards. We had a delightful day, met some
lovely people and dogs but the weather made it – oh! And
the win of course!!!
Mike and Maria Beck
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Daffodil Run Take 2
As much as we enjoy planning a run we never go back and take the time to enjoy the route. Having spent Friday
evening with Sylvia and Ray in “detention” at The Class Room with a gin or two and my very first restaurant chicken
korma, the talk turned to cars and Sylvia said they were going to re-run the Daffodil route on Easter Saturday, can we
join you we asked, so a time was set for 11am with a picnic lunch. The sun was shining, the hoods down and “pale
skinned arms showing” off we set for a relaxing drive, stopping on route to enjoy the views, with Ray leading the way.
Talk in “Iris” turned to food, we had been up early to go food shopping before eight, big mistake as the deliveries had
been late and the shelves were empty……… Anyway a picnic was in the boot, breakfast had been at the crack of dawn
and tummies were rumbling and Michael’s arm was beginning to look rather appetising. Stopping again to enjoy the
views on the gated road leading to Cottesbrooke, both Sylvia and Ray said they were hungry too so an impromptu
picnic was set up. The road was very quiet with a cyclist, car and a van passing and all you could hear was bird song
and a gentle breeze in the trees, it was so peaceful. Nourished and with Sylvia as head gate opener we continued the
route, Cottesbrooke where the wisteria was in flower, passing through Brixworth onto Hollowell turning up Church
Lane (one of Michael’s favourite hill climbs with the roar of the engine) Heading home via Gulisborough,
Yelvertoft and Catthorpe. A perfect afternoon, thank you Sylvia and Ray.
Gillian
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REGIONAL EVENTS AND SHOWS
Stratford Festival of Motoring 2019

Sunday, May 5th and Bank Holiday Monday,
May 6th

MISTERTON HALL. PLANT CRAFT & FOOD FAIR
Sunday 12th May 2019. Please arrive before 10am

Sunday 19th May 2019
Visit www.northleicester-mg.org.uk

Breakfast Club Returns to Coventry Transport
Museum
Saturday May 18th 2019 From 8.30am

Sunday 19th May 2019
Visit www.northants mgoc
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Chairman

Secretary
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Editor and Committee
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Gillian Ricketts
01455 553868

Events Co-ordinator

Derek Everitt
07831390270
derek.everitt@me.com

Web Editor: Angela Varley

9 Juniper Close, Lutterworth, Leicestershire,

Email: amb731@hotmail.co.uk

LE17 4US.

Web Site: www.mgleicester.org

Tel: 01455 553868
Email: mgricketts@btinternet.com
South Leicester Monthly Meetings

North Leicester Monthly Meetings

Membership open to all, so why not come along
and meet like-minded people and enjoy the
magic of the marque.

The North Leicester MG Club meets at
The Lingdale Golf Club, Joe Moors Lane,
between Croptston, Woodhouse Eves and Newton
Linford. at 8pm on the third Wednesday of the
month.

We meet on the first Tuesday of each month at
the White Horse Inn, Station Road, Broughton
Astley, Leicestershire. Family membership is
£5.00 p/a, payable in January. For further
details contact the Secretary.
Meetings are held from 7.30pm with members
forum 8.30pm.

Contact Chris Tideswell
Tel: 01509 829478

Events 2019
*This colour its a Club Event. **This Colour Members event.

May

Sunday 5th
Tuesday 7th
Sunday 12th
Saturday 18th
Sunday 26th

June

Sunday 2nd
Tuesday 4th
Saturday 8th
Sunday 9th
Sat 15th-Sun 16th
Thursday 20th
Saturday 29th

July

Tuesday 2nd
Sat 6th/Sun7th
Sunday 7th
Thursday 11th
Saturday 13th
Saturday 20th
Friday 26th.

August

Saturday 3rd
Sunday 4th
Sunday 4th
Tuesday 6th
Sunday 11th
Sunday 18th
Sunday 18th
Thursday 22nd

September

Sunday 1st
Tuesday 3rd
Sunday 15th
Sat 21st-Sun 22nd

October

Sunday 6th
Tuesday 8th
Saturday 19th

Donnington Historic Festival
Monthly Meeting
Chairman’s Sunday Lunch Run
Cars & Coffee Breakfast Club
Staffordshire and Lunch

See Notice Board
The White Horse, Broughton Astley
See notice Board
Coventry Transport Museum
See Notice Board

Coffee & Classics
Monthly Meeting
Cars & Coffee Breakfast Club
Club Ratae Road Run
Ashby Magna Midsummer
Croome Park
Husbands Bosworth Festival

Classic Motor Hub. Bibury
The White Horse, Broughton Astley
Coventry Transport Museum
See Michael & Gillian
See Notice Board
See Notice board
See Notice Board

Monthly Meeting
Hollowell Steam & Heavy Horse Show
Coffee & British Classics
John & Glen Evening Run
Cars & Coffee Breakfast Club
Hub Retro Summer BBQ
Club Holiday Warner Nidd Hall and
Yorkshire Pudding Run

The White Horse, Broughton Astley
See Notice Board
Classic Motor Hub. Bibury
See Notice Board soon
Coventry Transport Museum
Classic Motor Hub. Bibury

Glen Parva Gala
Great Central Railway Summer Festival
Coffee & Classic
Monthly Meeting
Train Boats & Teas
Mary Ann Evans Hospice Classic Rally.
Iris 60th Birthday Sunday Lunch Run.
Iron Bridge Run

See Notice Board soon
See Notice Board
Classic Motor Hub. Bibury
The White Horse, Broughton Astley
Peter Stevenson House, Pailton
Nuneaton Town Centre
Gillian & Michael soon
See Notice Board

40th Birthday Anniversary Run
Monthly Meeting
Hinckley Bid Classic Motorshow
Sywell Classic Pistons & Props

See Notice Board “Sign up Now!”
The White Horse, Broughton Astley
Hinckley Town Centre
See Notice Board

Final Coffee & Classics
Monthly Meeting
Cars & Coffee Breakfast Club

Classic Motor Hub. Bibury
The White Horse, Broughton Astley
Coventry Transport Museum

Deadline for next Torque is 22nd May 2019
Send your articles to Gillian - mgricketts@btinternet.com
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